
The Nayook Canyon BushtrackThe Nayook Canyon Bushtrack

Passing         close         by         one         of         the         prettiest         campsites         in
the         Blue         Mountains         (Deep         Pass),         the         Nayook
Canyon         Bushtrack         explores         the         beautiful         Nayook
Creek.         Winding         its         way         through         the         ferns         along         the
creek         bed,         climbing         small         cascading         waterfalls         and
scrambling         around         rock-pools         are         all         the         delights
of         this         walk.         Care         must         be         taken         on         slippery
sections,         with         ropes         to         help         on         some         steeper         parts.
Wollemi         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

2.2         km
45         mins
0         m
Circuit
Route:         Hard
21.2         km         NE         of         Lithgow
car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-33.3402,150.3001
This walk passes through a remote area and sections have no visible track. At least one person in your group should have training and experience in off

track walking and navigation. Even with these notes and a GPS these extra skills and equipment are required.

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

Deep Pass Carpark to Int of Nayook Crk and Carpark Servicetrail  0.9km 10 mins 
 (From S) From the car park, this walk heads past the gate and the information signs, and down the management trail.
This goes steadily downhill, with occasional steep sections, until reaching the bottom of this valley and a small creek, just
before a large clearing. (The management trail in this section is in disrepair. In several sections, the trail has large trees
going across the track and it is therefore necessary to climb over these or walk around them.)  

Int of Nayook Crk and Carpark Servicetrail to South-West End of Nayook Canyon  0.8km 10 mins 
 (From 0.9 km) Veer right: From the intersection, this walk heads along the bush track beside the cliffs. Gradually, the
surrounding hills close in, forming a canyon. At this point, the vegetation surrounding the track is extremely dense.
Continuing alongside the creek, the walk breaks out onto rockshelf and goes past some very pretty rockpools until
reaching a small waterfall and pool - There is a small rope hanging down the rock beside the waterfall. The walk then
climbs up the rockshelf, about 3m to the top (take extra care as this is quite slippery). From here, the walk continues
along the rockshelf and beside the creek, and at several points there are rockpools with rope handles around them. The
walk continues in this manner until reaching a large pool with handles all around it - walkers can expect to get wet feet as
they go around this pool. On the opposite side, this walk uses the small bridge, continuing up the very small but slippery
waterfall. From the top, the track continues for a short period before breaking out of the canyon and into a small valley.  

South-West End of Nayook Canyon to Deep Pass Carpark (North-West)  0.5km 5 mins 
 (From 1.69 km) Turn right: From the exit to the canyon at the bottom of the valley, the walk heads north, steeply up the
hill along the track. At the top of the valley, the track flattens out and continues north-west through the much less-dense
bushland, until breaking out into a small car park. There are several information signs on the area.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Rock Hill 1:25 000 Map Series
 Wallerawang 1:100 000 Map Series
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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